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I N S I D E …….

 Ride Reports

 Social events

 Ride Calendar

Thanks to all those who

take the time to do ride

reports and post photos on

the website. - it makes

“stealing the photos”for

the Spare Tyre very easy for

me…….

A P R I L - J U N E 2 0 2 0

S P A R E T Y R E

M E L B O U R N E B R A N C H W E B S I T E :
W W W . U L Y S S E S M E L B . C O M

THERE IT SITS SILENT AND COLD

The Kwakka sits silent and cold in the garage corner its' panniers are separated from the

body waiting to be slotted back into their holding brackets, while its' owner equally silent

wonders, 'What the heck got us to this situation.'

'A bloody virus that's what!' The speed and the effectiveness this microcosm of nature and

its proclivity to infect, to bring about major behavioural changes, to isolate, cause panic

and most of all the scream, "What do I do now?" is not answered by the machine that sits

silent and cold in the garage corner.

"The curve is flattening, we are thinking of easing the restrictions…in the foreseeable

future…." Thus the candle of hope is awakened. "Jeeze! We've only been isolated for 3

weeks, you're hopeful." Just 3 weeks who would believe it?

You couldn't credit it, the water pipe has sprung a leak and water is playfully bubbling out

of the ground adding to the disaster. Digging down the roots of a nearby tree are the

cause. Chopping and removing said vandal becomes the exercise regime this week. "Call

the plumber, he can braise the cracked pipe and she'll be right." Plumbers don't braise

pipes anymore they do what us COLDWATER plumbers do cut the cracked section out and

put in a new section in. Mates rates CASH and an empty wallet while the bike sits

unmoved in its silent cold corner of the garage.

Reading about the latest rides and journeys taken by Ulysses riders raises an envious

wish, 'Maybe I should have been more active and got out there.' The high country run to

Falls Creek, free running to Yarragon, heading out to Clunes and even up to Mirboo North.

"Well," the bike seemed to utter "If you got off your fat arse, we could have both had fun."

Then it resumed its silent cold languor in the garage corner.
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RIDE PROTOCOLS IN THE ERA OF COVID-19

As we are now in the new era of the pandemic known as, "Novel Corona Virus," new ride and assembly protocols

will apply from, Something Month 2020. These new rules are for the safety of members of a certain age i.e. those

under the age of 49.9 can ignore them and wallow in any future illness.

THINGS YOU SHOULD CARRY:

 Hand Sanitiser, strong alcoholic liquid is the go, a sip doesn't go astray

 Sterile throw-away gloves for any proposed handshaking or friendly back-slapping. Hugging and

face kissing is to be avoided.

 Toilet paper, you never know! If you have to GO.

 Excess toilet rolls lying around home.? Bring them along a raffle, or better still quickie auction can be

held prior to departure. Will boost funds and you will feel great.

 Disinfectant for the bike. All bikes must start sanitised and complete the ride sanitised. Extra time will

be allowed at all rest stops.

MEETING POINT, MORNING TEA, LUNCH STOPS PROTOCOLS:

 Government (those living in the bubble) decree that we must maintain a 4 sqm space around us at all

times. To aid this process ride leaders must bring chalk, tape measure, 1mtre ruler and mark out

appropriate squares for riders to stand in pre-ride.

 Elbow touches, ankle tapping (if you don't like the other fellow, kicking is allowed) and vague

waving are allowed. Hand shaking is allowed only if you have sterile gloves in place. Bike gloves do

not apply. Let's face it have YOU ever sniffed your own glove? Thought not.

 Conversations must be conducted within your 4 sqm spaces. Similarly ride briefing via suitable

portable megaphone will ensure all know, including the surrounding public, what is happening.

RIDE PROTOCOLS:

 Riders with open-face helmets must ride as a group behind all closed face helmet riders. This will

ensure any flying spray does not attach itself to riders who have spent the extra on a full-face helmet.

We're not all stooped !

 Full face helmet riders who cough and splutter can only infect themselves so pose little risk to others.

But beware, a blinded rider is a dangerous element and should be avoided.

 T.E.C. will need to be sanitised at all stops before being allowed to re-join the 4sqm party. Pine-O-

Clean Anybody?

MORNING TEA AND LUNCH STOPS:

 Recommended that sandwich shops are the go. Under the new protocols ordering food from a safe

distance is encouraged.

 Catching a thrown sealed sandwich is easier than catching a bowl of soup and less messy.

 Re-fueling, Wet wipes come to mind and then the sanitiser and don't forget that 1.5m gap.

ABOVE ALL ENJOY THE RIDE

Your somewhat confused COVID committee of public order.
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R I D E R E P O R T : K A L K A L L O T O C L U N E S
R I D E L E A D E R : M I K E F I T T A L
R E P O R T E R : J O H N C O O K
T A I L E N D C H A R L I E : P A T R Y A N

Clunes Ride 15 March 2020

A dozen people turned out and enjoyed Mike’s well led and planned

ride to Clunes. Greetings and lies were exchanged, the briefing was

done, Pat volunteered to do TEC duty and we rode off in an easterly

direction from Kalkallo! And there was me thinking Clunes was off to

our west somewhere! Doh!! Mike knew what he was doing. We turned

north and rode to Wallan avoiding freeways. We then rode west

through Darraweit Guim and enjoyed some lovely open views and

gullies / gorges on our way to Romsey.

At Romsey we negotiated roadworks and continued west. It would best

be described as damn cold (for March) as we passed Mt Macedon,

rode through Woodend and continued via Tylden to our refreshment

stop at Trentham. It was a great ride and Trentham lived up to its cold

reputation (circa 11 degrees) and provided a hint of drizzle too. Roger

Foot met us at Trentham and we adjourned to two bakeries for

refreshment. Fare such as hot sausage rolls etc won out over ice

cream.

We then rode further west, passed through an extremely busy

Daylesford and then crossed flatter ground where the grass was still

quite yellow compared to other areas visited recently and the roads

opened up. It was also lovely to feel some actual warmth from the sun

as we approached Clunes. It is rumoured that some members took

advantage of the conditions to “clean their spark plugs”but I wouldn’t

know about that. Mike had led us on a great ride and Clunes is well

worth a visit anyway. We enjoyed camaraderie, lunch and a look

around the historic streetscape.

I haven’t included a roll call but will say we had a great bunch of people

and a very interesting array of bikes including these: Big Dave -

K1200R BMW, John M - Triumph twin, Reece - BMW F800 instead of

his Niken, Tom - a lovely looking Triumph Street Triple 675 and Stewart

- a very imposing Valkyrie.

It was also great that the entire group stayed together for a substantial

part of the return ride via Creswick to Ballan where some stopped for

fuel and a rest. For me, it brought back fond (if distorted) memories of water

skiing at Pykes Creek Reservoir back in the 60s and I decided on further nostalgic

exploration of the Pentland Hills Road area and got kind of lost around

Werribee Gorge. A plus was that I could see the CBD buildings even

though they were 60 km away.

I had a great day –thank you all. John Cook
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Map of Route

Ardeer to Maldon

(Courtesy Pat Ryan's GPS )

ARDEER:

McDonalds, Western Ring Road. WEST

Left hand side out-bound from Melbourne.

Melway 40 B5

A
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R I D E R E P O R T : A R D E E R T O M A L D O N
R I D E L E A D E R : L E S C O X
R E P O R T E R : P A T R Y A N
T A I L E N D C H A R L I E : P A T R Y A N

The Riders: Les, Andrew, Jack, Sam, Reece, Peter, Ian (BMW), Ian (Tiger), Steve, Gary & Wendy, Gaz, Colin, Pat and Julian.

Apologies to the others whose names escape me as I write this report.

Les had selected a great route with quite a few roads we do not usually see on Ulysses Club rides so I was looking forward

to a good day. I had done his recce ride with him ten days ago so I knew we were in for a treat. I also turned on the record

function of my GPS so I could produce the route map below and just maybe pinch some of the roads for a future ride. By

departure time we had eighteen riders and glorious sunshine

Off we went from the servo and out Ballarat road to Leakes Road. Unfortunately there is no quick way from Ardeer to good

motorcycle roads so we did the usual route west out Greig’s Road and Parwan-Exford Road through Bacchus Marsh and up

the Gisborne Road. From Gisborne it was through Macedon and Woodend and a sharp right at Carlsruhe to Lancefield for

a well-earned break for morning tea. The roads got steadily better as we went along and the traffic wasn’t too bad so we

made pretty good time.

The second leg produced some winding sections and narrow roads through farming land where we could maintain a brisk

pace in safety. TEC will always say the pace was about 25kph higher than the leader but I think this is due to the elasticity

of riders falling back a bit then catching up, waiting on corners etc., because Les assured me at lunch he never exceeded

100kph (speedo reading) but mine said a bit more most of the time. We did have the usual fast guys who do a lot more

corner marking and then overtake the other riders as they work towards the front again.

We went north from Lancefield on the Lancefield-Tooborak road before turning left to a north westerly direction and onto

the Burke and Wills Track. Wikipedia tells the story of Burke and Wills as follows:

“The Burke and Wills expedition was organised by the Royal Society of Victoria in Australia in 1860–61. It consisted of
19 men led by Robert O'Hara Burke and William John Wills, with the objective of crossing Australia from Melbourne in
the south, to the Gulf of Carpentaria in the north, a distance of around 3,250 kilometres (approximately 2,000 miles).
At that time most of the inland of Australia had not been explored by non-Indigenous people and was largely
unknown to the European settlers.
The expedition left Melbourne in winter. Bad weather, poor roads and broken-down wagons meant they made slow
progress at first. After dividing the party at Menindee on the Darling River Burke made good progress, reaching Cooper
Creek at the beginning of summer. The expedition established a depot camp at the Cooper, and Burke, Wills and two
other men pushed on to the north coast (although swampland stopped them from reaching the northern coastline).
The return journey was plagued by delays and monsoon rains, and when they reached the depot at Cooper Creek,
they found it had been abandoned just hours earlier. Burke and Wills died on or about 30 June 1861. Several relief
expeditions were sent out, all contributing new geographical findings. Altogether, seven men lost their lives, and only
one man, the Irish soldier John King, crossed the continent with the expedition and returned alive to Melbourne.”

So we followed this section of the famous track all the way until its end just before Mia Mia. We then turned west crossing
the Campaspe River and along some narrow country roads with delightful scenery and some good curves and did a loop
north through Sutton Grange and Pilchers Bridge Nature Conservation Reserve before heading west through Ravenswood
to Maldon for lunch.
Between us we tried out lots of different lunch spots in the most historic of towns and headed for home individually or in
smaller groups. Some back to the highway and others by more scenic routes.

Many thanks to Les for leading a great ride and to the participants for helping to make it a lovely day out. No thanks to the
idiot car driver who crossed onto our side of the road on a narrow bridge causing an ever alert Gaz to swerve and still only
missed him by a foot or so. My angry gesture I am sure was cause for hilarity in the car. GRRRRR...!
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R I D E R E P O R T : A U T U M N A L P I N E R U N 2 0 2 0
R I D E L E A D E R : J O H N C O O K
R E P O R T E R : J O H N C O O K
T A I L E N D C H A R L I E : N O R M S T O L Z

In view of the everchanging COVID 19 advice and directives, the lead up to the 23rd (yes, we’ve been doing this since 1998) Melbourne
Branch Alpine Run was anything but normal or traditional. Suffice to say that when we “retired”on the Friday night we were still
obeying guidelines and by the time we reviewed on Monday morning we realised that the run was the last such event for quite a while as
the world wide situation worsened. Despite all that, three dozen of us had a great weekend. Participants were extremely diverse
including 4 ladies and several father/son combos. Ages ranged from mid 70s to mid 20s. All rode on a great variety of bikes and the
weather was good.

A large group of us left Officer at 0800 on Saturday 21 March and rode east
with Norm doing TEC duty on his old twice owned (by him) BMW GS. At
Longwarry we left the freeway and never saw it again. We rode via back
roads to Heyfield in a bit under 2 hours. That was our longest riding stint for
the whole weekend. On arrival we rested, refuelled and discovered that one
of our members had actually lost the gear change off her bike a few km
back. She and Norm walked a few hundred metres back looking for it and
spoke to a motorist who had stopped. He looked over their shoulders, saw
the missing gear assembly and pointed it out to two very relieved
people. After all that, they got to Heyfield only 10 minutes after the main
group.

At Heyfield we met Alf (South Gippsland Branch) plus my son and two of his friends including Troy who had all the tools to fix the errant
gear change assembly properly. My son then guided us over some fantastic back roads (which were a complete mystery to me) through
beautiful countryside via Glenaladale to the Great Alpine Road near Sarsfield where we were confronted by stark evidence (destroyed
homes and recovering trees) of the recent bushfires. I will now paraphrase a participant’s post on Facebook; “…Ulysses Club on The
Move, is like a military unit, on manoeuvres. We follow a route - that only The Leader seems to know intimately - and a prescribed
routine. If you make a wrong turn, you very quickly see another bike come after you at incredible speed, to tell you to turn around and
go back…”On this ride he wasn’t quite right as even I (the leader) often didn’t know where we were! The system did work…well, until
we reached Bruthen!
At Bruthen we met the rest of the group who had ridden on a day earlier, refuelled, enjoyed lunch and told tales. The time to ride on
arrived and I swear I had briefed riders of my plans including a diversion at Swifts Creek on the way to Omeo for a regroup. The ride up
the Tambo River valley was great and eerily our ability to see around bends was enhanced by bushfire damage! I enjoyed the diversion
via Cassilis.

The fact that I was the very last rider to arrive in Omeo confirmed that normal
convention had ended for the day.
Once last minute supplies were purchased, we rode the extremely winding
Omeo Highway past the Blue Duck and up The Bogong High Plains Road to
Falls Creek. Some stopped at Rocky Valley Dam to take in the view and enjoy
a break. The alpine vistas were quite a stunning and beautiful contrast to the
valleys and bends we had ridden on the way up.
Then it was on to Howmans Gap and the bikes were tucked away for the
night.
In view of evolving distancing advice etc we basically all had a dorm room
each and we were placed well apart in the huge dining room. The staff on
site were great in the circumstances and despite it not being a normal type of
night we all exchanged some great social banter.
On Sunday we enjoyed a cooked breakfast and rode out relatively early down
the mount to Mt Beauty for a fuel stop. In view of the earlier bushfire events I
had changed normal plans and we rode over the Tawonga Gap and on to
Bright for morning tea.

This evolved into take-aways only and we adapted by keeping our distance overlooking the lovely park near the town centre. I must say
the ride along the Ovens Valley to Myrtleford really was beautiful despite some frustrating speed limits. We the turned onto the Snow
Road and went past our normal stop at Oxley. I then caused some confusion by almost missing a turn towards Whitfield. We did “lose”
several riders at that stage –Whoops. Once through Whitfield we enjoyed another lovely climb and then took a diversion 3 km down a
gravel road to Powers Lookout which has been improved significantly and provides some great views over the King River Valley. From
there we continued on to Mansfield for a final fuel and rest stop.
In all, I rode almost 900 kilometres in the two days. I had a ball and even met some members for the very first time.
The news on Monday morning made us realise that this was the last such social event for quite a while and it was remarkable that we
actually achieved it. Thank you to all who came along.

John Cook

HOWMANS GAP HOSTEL

HWAY OMEO TO FALLS CREEK
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R I D E R E P O R T : O F F I C E R T O R O S E D A L E
R I D E L E A D E R : B R I A N L A C E Y
R E P O R T E R : G R E G G L E A S O N
T A I L E N D C H A R L I E : I A N M O N K / S T E V E B A I L E S
D A T E : 0 8 / 0 3 / 2 0 2 0

Sponsors’

We would like to thank the sponsors for their financial support which enables the branch to publish

this newsletter, our webpage.

Participants:
Brian Lacey (Leader) BMW R1250GS Steve Bailes (TEC) Honda Goldwing
Ian Monk (TEC) BMW F750GS John Cook (Honda ST1300 (pics)
Greg Gleason (pics & videos) BMW K1300 S M/sport Nick (new attendee –welcome) R1200 R
Rick Triumph Tiger Jack BMW R1200GSA
Sam BMW R1250GSA Colin BMW R1250GSA
Jeff BMW R1250 GSA Andrew Yamaha Tracer GT
Alf Kawasaki Versys 1000 Dennis Ducati Monster
Mike BMW R1200RS Pat Triumph Explorer XCA
And a welcome return for …..
Barry Fidler Honda ST1100

The Ride to Willow Grove:
17 participants eager to go –down along the rail line then across to Drouin. From there we crossed to
Buln Buln and Buln Buln East as we became shady characters at Shady Creek –a delightful sequence of
varied corners –some tight, some technical, all captured on video with Brian leading by
example. Willow Grove is a nice place and the morning tea was of a similar standard!

The Ride to Rosedale:
Refreshed, we headed out through Yallourn North, Glengarry and the delightfully named Cowwar,
before doubling back to lunch at Rosedale from the north. The power stations in the Latrobe Valley may
pollute, but they are massive, physically impressive and eerie looking structures, like dinosaurs of a past
age.
Lunch at Rosedale took several forms –in one case a chilli pie at the bakery called (falsely) the “Deadly
Nedly”!! And yes, it is Gippsland, so yes, it did rain a little……

The Ride After The Ride:
Brian’s day wasn’t quite yet over!! He had a little more in store for us –the back roads through past Loy
Yang’s power stations and open cut mine, and then around the Hazelwood Pondage. As kids, we sailed
there on the June Long Weekend every year in freezing air and 24 degree water that cooled the power
plants!! It was appropriately called “Sauna Sail”.
But no visit to this area can go without the obligatory and spectacular climb to Thorpedale, equalled by
the drop down to Trafalgar –heaven apart from some poorly positioned cars (positioned on the roads
we most wanted to ride quickly!!) We said our farewells at Trafalgar and made our way home after an
excellent day’s riding!!

Appreciation:
Thanks Brian for almost 2 rides in one! John Cook and Greg Gleason did the photos/videos, and we
had 2 Tail End Charlies –Steve Bailes to Rosedale and Ian Monk for the trip back to Trafalgar! Thanks
to all who came!!
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R I D E R E P O R T : O F F I C E R T O D R O U I N
R I D E L E A D E R : B R I A N L A C E Y
R E P O R T E R : G R E G G L E A S O N
T A I L E N D C H A R L I E : H O L L Y F I E L D S
D A T E : 1 6 F E B 2 0 2 0

Present:
Brian Lacey - R1250GS –ride leader Holly Fields - V Strom –Tail End Charlie
John Cook - ST1300, and Greg Gleason - S1000XR photographers
Plus
Tez - R9T Jeff - R1250GSA Steve –Goldwing
Dennis –Monster Reece –Niken Gavan –R1200RT
Shamus –Panigale Colin –R1250GSA Sam –R1250GSA
Jack –R1200GSA Stewart –Valkyrie Andrew –VFR750
Neil –RSV1000 Greg R –Tiger Ian –V Strom
Pat –Explorer XCA

The Ride:
Reminiscent of the old cartoon featuring 3 ageing motorcyclists –“It’s windy today”–“No it’s Thursday”and “I’m thirsty
too, let’s get a drink”…..

It was a windy day for no less than 20 motorcyclists, most of them not hard of hearing, off to Gippsland following Brian on
some of his favourite roads. The next paragraph is Brian’s own summary of the ride that I couldn’t top!! So here it is:

'A bit of freeway to get out of town, old Princes Highway down to Longwarry, Jacksons Track to Jindivick and onto Main
Jindivick Road (which in spite of its name is quite a narrow little track, but a ripper motorbikin road). Then multiple bits of
Main Neerim Road and Old Sale Road zig zagging through Drouin West, Brandy Creek, and Rokeby. Around through Shady
Creek to Yarragon.'

Out Hazeldene Road after the ride leader mislead the photographer causing a little detour, then down the C425 down to
Ranceby, back up Main South Road which in spite of its name is also quite a narrow little track, but a ripper motorbiking
road as well. Down Timms Road (are we dizzy yet?) to the Korumburra Road, then northbound to Drouin with a little detour
up Invermay Road East.

Back in the pack, I saw Buln Buln in there somewhere as well. Morning tea at the Yarragon Bakery was appreciated by all,
especially Stewart, as it gave him time to remove some of the mud he accumulated on one unfortunate corner marking
bog-down…..

John and Pat left the ride at Yarragon, John using the opportunity to test his Yarragon ride next week. The remaining 18
enjoyed part 2 of a terrific ride. One corner in particular tested the braking abilities of most of the participants –we all
came upon it unexpectedly, including the corner markers!!

After lunch in Drouin, various options were tried for the trip home, including a coffee stop in Berwick Village for some…

Appreciation:
Thanks, Brian for another excellently planned and executed ride. Thanks to Holly for her work as TEC, John and Greg as
photographers, and all who attended. Welcome too to Gavan (2nd ride) and Neil (1st ride).
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Melbourne’s weather was superb, ideal for a late summer’s day riding from Lilydale, via the Dandenong’s, through the
hamlets of West Gippsland to our destination at Yarragon. A good sized group assembled at Lilydale, ready for the ride
departure. A briefing of the ride plan, and it was time to gear up. Stands up and we were off.

The ride route traversed scenic and twisty roads, Sherbrooke Forest with a fresh earthy aroma, Cockatoo and Paternoster
Road all passed by. A police presence and passing a bike on a rescue truck was a timely reminder to remain alert and
aware of the road conditions. I and several fellow riders discovered new roads to ride around in the Dandenong’s. A
twisting route, we utilised a lot of corner markers as we meandered through the forests and hills. System worked well as
we didn't misplace riders.

The hills were replaced with suburbs as we approached Pakenham and a stint on the highway quickly took us to a
welcome morning tea break at Longwarry. After re-energising ourselves, we quickly left the highway and were back into
rural surrounds passing through small towns along the country roads of West Gippsland –Jindivick, Neerim South, Buln
Buln East clicking over the kms, until we crossed the highway at Trafalgar and made our way up steep, narrow, twisting
roads to somewhere near Childers Plantation. The stopping place afforded commanding views over the plains down to
Yarragon. Fabulous photo opportunities abounded and some creative photographers were uncovered.
Hunger pangs and lunch at Yarragon beckoned, but first…. the dreaded U-turn. Safely navigated by all, we regrouped in
the Rotunda in Yarragon’s main street to share food, stories and photos of our day’s travels.

From Yarragon, we departed and made our way home, satisfied with a wonderful day out riding with old and new friends.

Thank you to John for a picturesque and interesting ride.
Meghan

R I D E R E P O R T : L I L Y D A L E T O Y A R R A G O N
R I D E L E A D E R : J O H N C O O K
R E P O R T E R : M E G H A N
T A I L E N D C H A R L I E :
D A T E : 2 3 F E B 2 0 2 0
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R I D E R E P O R T : L I L Y D A L E T O K I L M O R E
R I D E L E A D E R : C O L I N
R E P O R T E R : J O H N C O O K
T A I L E N D C H A R L I E :
D A T E : 9 F E B R U A R Y 2 0 2 0

A nice size and variety of people (and bikes) turned up at Lilydale to enjoy Colin’s second effort at ride leading. On arrival I saw many of
the usual suspects plus some faces I hadn’t seen for a while - great. In addition to the seemingly ever growing BMW representation we
also had a couple of FJRs plus a Valkyrie and a Victory to provide significant contrast. Departure time rolled around all too quickly and
briefings were minimised as we all knew the procedures. Fortunately, I did hear the bit about meeting at Whittlesea for morning tea
whereas another may not have!
Unplanned challenges seem to be a new feature of Melbourne branch rides recently;

 A couple of weeks ago I got to demonstrate an unplanned “feet up”U turn on a narrow country road when I missed a small sign.

 Last week fellow committee member, Mike failed to observe the normal rule of avoiding gravel roads.

 What chance did poor Colin have??

I headed out in advance to take some photos of the group riding out of Yarra Glen.

After taking the photos, I found the perfect spot (for photos) a kilometre further on –Doh!!
A communication glitch between Samuel and me resulted in me never quite finding the group again before I reached Whittlesea –first! I
rode on through Christmas Hills in relatively light traffic to Kangaroo Ground. The road and scenery were great and if you’re going to
follow two cars, what could be nicer than following the delightful sounds of a Ferrari (red of course) and a Cobra (striped of course)
rolling along at the speed limit? I rode more lovely undulating roads to Panton Hill before enjoying a lovely ride through the bush and
hills on very narrow (and happily leaf litter and traffic free) roads via Cottles Bridge and Arthurs Creek to Whittlesea. I then rang Colin
and discovered he was still on his way, so I got to take some more photos as the group arrive in Whittlesea.

Some banter and chiding occurred during the refreshment break and it transpired that a turn had been missed and some unsealed road
was explored during the ride. All ended well apart from lots of dust on the rims of previously clean bikes. We managed to contact the
missing Julian, who was having morning tea in Kinglake! We agreed to meet him again in Kilmore for lunch and that did go to plan.
From there we rode north and crossed over to Wallan and then west to Romsey. I did enjoy that open road with its sweeping views
across gorges and valleys.

I did not enjoy seeing the speed camera as we rolled into Romsey. Then it was north again to Lancefield and back east into Kilmore
where we all thoroughly enjoyed some camaraderie at a table at the rear of the bakery.

Colin –Many thanks for making the effort and providing us all with another thoroughly enjoyable day. Well done. Samuel –Thanks for
doing Tail End duties and thanks to all who came along as it is this participation which makes these things such fun.
A substantial group then headed off home together. Ian and I decided to ride together on our way to the outer east of Melbourne before
parting company at Warrandyte. Put simply we had a very pleasant ride home via Wandong, Yan Yean, Nutfield and Wattle Glen with
minimal traffic angst. On arrival at Warrandyte I was again struck by how fortunate we are with the choice of scenery and roads around
Melbourne. The view of people bathing in the Yarra as I crossed the bridge followed by the number of people paddling in canoes was
again delightful. Then I had to endure passing several vineyards before arriving home at the foot of Mt Dandenong.
I had a great day. Cheers. John Cook
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Leader –Mike Fittall –BMW R1200RS
TEC –Holly Fields –Suzuki V Strom
Photos –John Cook –Honda ST1300, Greg Gleason –BMW K1300 S

Other Participants:
John M –Triumph Sprint Ian –BMW 800GS Brian L –very new BMW R1250 GS
Jack –BMW R1200GSA Sam –BMW R1250GSA Colin –BMW R 1250GSA
Jeff –BMW R1250GSA Andrew –Yamaha Tracer GT Steve –Honda Goldwing
Les –Yamaha FJR1300 Pat R –Triumph 1200XCA Tom –Triumph Speed Triple 675
Reece –Yamaha Niken Stewart –Honda Valkyrie and from Sth Gippsland Branch
Alf –KTM 1190 Adventure Pat –Suzuki V Strom

The Ride:
18 bikes left Officer, to cruise down Princes Hwy to Pakenham, across swamp country past Koo Wee Rup
onto South Gippsland Hwy. A left turn off at Lang Lang for more interesting roads, through Nyora up
the bends to Poowong and onto Bena via bumpy Bass Valley Road, where sticks, bark and gravel etc on
the road added to the fun. Into Korumburra for coffee stop at Kelly’s Bakery. Alf and Pat from South
Gippsland branch joined us for morning tea and we continued towards Mirboo North.

We headed north on the Korumburra - Warragul road, a lovely piece of road up high but with the surface
now beaten up by trucks. In spite of the impeccable BMW GPS, our leader turned early onto gravel
(added bonus so Brian could test the new BMW R1200GS, and allowed others to test their skills) then
onto sealed Grand Ridge Road via Seaview, Trida, Hallston and into Mirboo North.

A wonderful piece of road mostly running along the high ground, with sweepers, tight bends and, for
virtually its entire length, a variety of scenery. The pace was lively despite sticks/bark/general crap left by
the storm the day before. Up front, Mike was pushed along by Jack and Colin –a good time was had by
all (except perhaps a surprised small black wallaby on the side of the road).

Lunch and lies at the bakery. A group decided the road was so good we went back the way we came,
including the sealed section missed on the way in. John Cook took the lead, With Greg, Mike, Les. John
and Stewart following, John Cook took the lead, so there was the obligatory u-turn when a reasonably
obvious signpost was missed. However, again the pace was brisk and nobody complained about the
opportunity to double our fun for the day.

Thanks to Mike as Ride Leader, Holly for TEC duties, and John & Greg for pics and videos

R I D E R E P O R T : O F F I C E R T O M I R B O O N O R T H
R I D E L E A D E R : M I K E F I T T A L
R E P O R T E R : G R E G G L E A S O N
T A I L E N D C H A R L I E : H O L L Y F I E L D S
D A T E : 2 F E B R U A R Y 2 0 2 0
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The Melbourne Branch hosts one informal Social Night on the:

3rd Friday of each month.

Commences from 6.00 PM

NEW LOCATION!!

This will be announced once the committee have found a suitable venue.

In the meantime, please check the Melbourne Ulysses website ( http://www.ulyssesmelb.com/ ) or contact any of the

committee for upcoming dining locations.

Meet for a Saturday Morning Coffee at

Melbourne Bake House

210 Bay Street Port Melbourne,

Drop in for breakfast or just a coffee and a chat!

** Plenty of bike parking available **

SUSPENDED

DUE TO

CORONAVIRUS

SUSPENDED

DUE TO

CORONAVIRUS
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Q U A R T E R M A S T E R ’S S T O R E

Melbourne Branch Polo shirts in our Branch colours are now available.

The price is $35.00 which includes our logo embroidered on the left chest.

You can also have your name or nickname below the logo if you wish for an extra $1.00.

To order your shirt send the following details to:

The Secretary (melbbranch@hotmail.com)

 Your name and contact phone number

 Your shirt size

 Name on shirt if required and whether Upper case only or Upper and Lower Case

Your payment of $35.00 or $36.00 to our Branch Account as follows:

BSB 033 371 Account No. 231845 with reference: Shirt and your name

Account name: “Ulysses Club Inc. Melbourne Branch”
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T H E C O M M I T T E E

P R E S I D E N T : B R I A N L A C E Y
Phone: 0439 010 873

SECRETARY: GREG GLEASON

Phone : 0424 956 078

T R E A S U R E R : R I C K R Y C K E N

Phone: 0488 661 362

C O M M I T T E E M E M B E R : J O H N C O O K
( W E B S I T E E D I T O R )
Phone: 9728 5769 or 0419 599 530

C O M M I T T E E M E M B E R : M I K E F I T T A L L
( R I D E C O - O R D I N A T O R )
Phone: 0456 561 395

C O M M I T T E E M E M B E R : P A T R Y A N
Phone: 0412 223 146

COMMITTEE MEMBER: BILL DUSTING

Phone: 0408 033 007

COMMITTEE MEMBER : BRIAN QUINTAL

(SPARE TYRE EDITOR)

Phone : 0411 273 235

For contributions to the Spare Tyre, please contact the spare tyre editor

Got a funny story?? Something interesting you would like to share??

Something you want to advertise?? Please send it in.

Brian Quintal 0411 273 235 or 9555 8994

Note : Committee members and Spare Tyre editor can be contacted by the “Contact Us”link on the web page


